Victor's tale critiques Walton's own search for scientific knowledge. Walton's quest is to 'discover the wondrous power which attracts the needle and may regulate a thousand celestial observations that require only this voyage to render their seeming eccentricities consistent forever' (pp. 63-4). Victor's challenge to this search for 'pure' knowledge comes out of the novel's staging of a debate about the relationship of ethics to scientific practice. What characterises the status of this debate is the need for its public dissemination. In this process of public disclosure we witness the transformation in the period from a stress placed on private experience to a new, emerging emphasis placed on public discourse. 1 We can see this move from the private to the public in the developments within the Gothic sublime. While the sublime becomes progressively internalised, there is a contrary movement which demands that this private experience needs to be refashioned for public consumption. In Frankenstein, for example, there is a movement from Victor's solitary studies to a new need for a public commentary on where those private studies have taken him.
As we saw earlier, there is an ostensible oppositional relationship between Victor and the creature. The former shuns society whilst the latter is shunned by society. Victor not only works in solitude, but his early acquisition of knowledge is gleaned in isolation; he tells Walton that, 'I was, to a great degree, self-taught with regard to my favourite studies ' (p. 88) . Victor works in secret in order to create another secret (the creature) whose existence needs to be explained, first to the Judge shortly after Clerval's murder, and latterly to Walton when the story is retranslated into a moral discourse. As we have seen, the novel links Victor's desire for isolation to the actions of the creature. The creature, in killing members of Victor's family, enacts out Victor's craving for isolation. Victor recognises this after the death of William, where the creature is described as 'my own vampire'. Victor tells Walton of 'the deed which he had now done, nearly in the light of my own vampire, my own spirit let loose from the grave and forced to destroy all that was dear to me ' (p. 124) .
Victor, rather belatedly, comes to recognise the importance of the community which he is vicariously destroying. This loss of community is linked to a loss of self; as he had said to Walton, 'happier that man is who believes his native town to be the world' (p. 101). It is this loss of community which is acknowledged by Victor after his destruction of the creature's 'mate': 'I walked about the isle like a restless spectre, separated from all it loved and miserable in the separation ' (p. 214) . In
